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                                                    Are online casinos legal in Colorado and if so, what forms of gambling are permitted? This is something many online casino goers from the Centennial State have been wondering about for a while now. Proposition DD, the latest gambling bill in Colorado, didn’t include online casino gambling. Therefore, Colorado online casinos are not legal at this moment in time.

But you can choose from a slew of offshore casino sites that welcome players from Colorado, offering massive bonuses and a wide range of games. This in-depth guide will present you with some of the best online casinos in Colorado to play with real money and bring you up to speed with the state’s gambling laws.
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Latest News on Casino Legislation in Colorado

The gambling laws in Colorado has gone through great changes and transition over the years before sports betting was finally legalized in 2019. Here are the gambling legislation and activities that have made the news in Colorado;

	August 19, 2022 – Colorado lottery has decided to extend its contract with Scientific Games in a bid to improve operational efficiencies for retailers and lottery pubs.
	May 9, 2022 – Supporters of gambling addiction treatment and prevention in Colorado are conflicted over a late modification to a measure that would provide funding for such programs.
	December 1, 2020 – The state of Colorado records an all-time high sports betting record of about $4billion in total.
	September 9, 2020 – Internet Vikings continues its US expansion plan with iGaming by launching into the Colorado gambling market.
	March 2, 2020 – Colorado sets new sports betting record in January with a total of $326 million wagered via land-based casinos and online betting.
	January 11, 2020 – Colorado casinos got prepared for higher betting limits and new games to create betting options for land-based gamblers.
	July 13, 2020 – Denver Broncos supports a multi-year BetMGM sports betting partnership.
	April 6, 2020 – Colorado gaming regulators proceed to approve the licensing of sports betting in the state.
	February 17, 2020 – Casinos in Colorado continue to push for the launching of both retail and mobile sports betting.
	November 7, 2019 – Colorado became the 19th American State to fully legalize sports betting.
	April 22, 2019 – A bill was passed to legalize sports betting in the state of Colorado.


Top Colorado Online Casinos List 2024

Although online casinos are not yet regulated in Colorado, players from Colorado can try offshore online gambling sites legally. Our casino experts have analyzed 63 real money online Colorado casinos and have found the following 10 to offer the best welcome bonus, game variety, quality of software, safety, banking limits, and payout speed. Try one of these below to start gambling online in Colorado today.

	Wild Casino – The best Colorado casino for real money welcome bonus
	Everygame – The best mobile casino in Colorado
	Bovada – Exceptional range of RTG, Betsoft, and Rival slots
	Las Atlantis – The best selection of RNG poker and specialty games
	El Royale – Intuitive layout and the best user experience overall
	BetOnline – Best Colorado casino for blackjack buffs
	Super Slots – The best online casino in Colorado for roulette
	MyBookie – The fastest payout Colorado online casino
	Lucky Block – Quick registration with no KYC hassle
	BetUS – The most diverse live dealer casino in Colorado


Best Colorado Casino Sites Reviewed

When ranking the best online casinos, we use a strict set of criteria to weigh up each candidate. We compare hundreds of sites, analyzing game variety, bonuses, user interface, banking, and other vital aspects.

Below, we’ve set aside five operators we found to be the best online casinos in Colorado.

1. Wild Casino — The Biggest Welcome Bonus Casino in Colorado
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Wild Casino opened its virtual doors in 2017 and has since made a name for itself among Colorado online casino players. It’s owned by Commission.bz, the company behind Sportsbetting.ag and BetOnline, both highly respected gambling brands. The site is licensed in Panama and utilizes SSL encryption to protect its servers, making it safe to play in.

Another thing Wild Casino has going for it is its versatile gaming program. The library features 200+ games with slots taking most of the real estate. The table game selection features nine RNG online roulette variants with versatile betting limits — $1 – 10,000 on average.

Wild Casino offers a monster welcome package that includes bonus cash on the first five deposits, reaching up to a total of $5,000. Your initial deposit will be matched by 250% up to $1,000. To claim these bonuses, you need to deposit $20 and provide Wild Casino promo codes for deposits two through five.

Players from Colorado can choose from 15 different payment methods, which include credit cards and bank transfers in addition to several cryptocurrencies. Speaking of, Bitcoin has the most flexible withdrawal limits; the minimum is set at $50 while the upper threshold stands at a whopping $100,000.


What we like:


	 Massive welcome bonus
	 User-friendly interface
	 Great selection of live dealer games
	 Wide range of banking methods
	 Bitcoin-friendly






 
What we don’t:


	 Charges small fees for cashouts
	 Wagering requirements are a bit steep








 Join Wild Casino Now 

 

2. Everygame – The best mobile casino in Colorado
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While there are limited casino gaming options within the state of Colorado, offshore sites like Everygame offer players the chance to play a great deal of slots, table games, and live dealer games. This gambling platform also provides ample sports betting options, available on mobile devices without the need for a download. Everygame is built to simplify navigation for both PC and mobile users.

Another reason why Everygame is a great Colorado online casino platform is that there are no transaction fees when you use Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. The casino’s cashier section has an extensive selection of options but it is rather odd that you can’t withdrawal through credit or debit cards. Payouts are reasonably speedy unless you use wire transfer or paper check.

The most fascinating thing about the casino is Everygame’s promo codes. There are multiple options to boost your wagering account after signing up. Bottom line, Everygame makes your whole Colorado online casino experience great.


What we like:


	 Intuitive navigation and simple design
	 Speedy mobile site
	 Generous welcome bonus
	 Bitcoin available for payouts






 
What we don’t:


	 Weekly Payout limit








 Join Everygame Now 

 

3. Bovada — Exceptional Range of RTG, Betsoft, and Rival Slots
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Bovada rounds off our list of the best online casinos in Colorado, thanks to several key features. It’s also one of the best betting sites in New York, and that’s quite an impressive feat given the fierce competition. The casino went live in December 2011, at the same time Bodog left the US market.

Bovada is bursting at the seams with games. With more than 200+ titles from All-American providers like Betsoft, Rival, and RTG, Bovada has one of the most diverse slots portfolios among Colorado online casinos.  The library also features a few proprietary titles exclusive to the brand and aren’t available elsewhere.

If you’re shopping for the biggest bonuses and promotions, it would make sense if you linked up with Bovada. Once you register and make the qualifying deposit, you can score up to $3,000 right from the get-go. Don’t forget to use the Bovada promo code INSIDERS when prompted to qualify for the welcome package.

The intro promo will help Colorado newcomers get off to a flying start, while ongoing promos will pad their bankroll later on and keep you engaged throughout the year. Via the refer-a-friend promotion, you’ll get a 200% bonus up to $100 when your referral makes a crypto deposit with a cryptocurrency.

Colorado players will find Bovada’s banking limits entirely satisfactory, especially when using cryptocurrencies ($10-$5,000). When your payout request gets approved, it will take approx 15 minutes for the funds to reach your bitcoin wallet.


What we like:


	 Colorado players accepted
	 Huge welcome bonus
	 Trustworthy brand
	 Great selection of slots
	 Speedy cashouts






 
What we don’t:


	 Charges deposit fees on credit cards
	 Doesn’t accept eWallets








 Join Bovada Now 

 

4. Las Atlantis – The Best Selection of RNG Poker and Specialty Games
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Las Atlantis has an enormous jackpot on the slots that’s worth more than $14,000 that you can win, which is an attractive proposition. Players can claim the totality of this bonus by making five deposits of at least $1,000.

The bonuses on offer at this casino are, by and large, very lucrative, especially where the online slots real money is concerned: Las Atlantis offers a 175% slots match bonus, along with 50 free spins for newcomers to the site.

The monthly offers are fantastic, too: there are special bonuses, free spin new game offers on select slots titles, and bonus payouts depending on the week/month it is. Plus, the 280% welcome bonus and the offer of free referral chips don’t half hurt either, so keep tabs on the Las Atlantis Casino promo codes for further offers.


What we like:


	 No transaction fees
	 250+ casino games
	 280% welcome bonus
	 Deposit match and free spins on the slots
	 Ongoing weekly/monthly special offers and casino bonus codes/offers






 
What we don’t:


	 Some payouts are not as fast








 Join Las Atlantis Now 

 

5. El Royale – Intuitive Layout and the Best User Experience Overall
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El Royale is your go-to website for a wide range of mobile-compatible online slot machines, table games, and live dealer titles. Players looking for video poker and progressive jackpot games will also feel right at home.

In addition to the fantastic game catalog, you’ll find numerous El Royale promo codes. Many of the bonus packages can be redeemed up to five times, and existing customers are never short of bankroll boost opportunities.

Compared to the best online casinos, El Royale Casino also has its fair share of drawbacks. For example, we would like to see a few more eWallet banking options in addition to Neosurf.

As can be expected from online casinos for real money, El Royale has numerous promos catering to existing players’ needs. Many of these rewards follow a similar match deposit structure as the sign-up packages. You’ll also find offers specifically tied to different games.

Some players may find the non-availability of a native El Royale Casino app pretty disappointing. The mobile site, however, allows you to do everything an app would and then some. Players can use their Androids, iPhones, iPads, and tablets to access all the games available on desktops, including live dealer casino titles.


What we like:


	 Welcome bonuses worth up to $12,500
	 Live dealer casino from Visionary iGaming
	 Plenty of online slot machines
	 Phone and live chat support






 
What we don’t:


	 Limited eWallet banking options








 Join El Royale Now 

 

Top Colorado Online Casinos – Bonus & Games Comparison

In the table below, we compare the best Colorado online casinos by analyzing their welcome bonus package, wagering requirement and the types of games offered.


		Total Number of Games	Types of Games Available	Software Providers	Welcome Bonus
	Wild Casino	255	Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, keno, craps	Betsoft, Nucleus Gaming	250% first time deposit match up to $1,000 + subsequent matches up to $5,000
	Everygame	150+	Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, keno, craps	Real-Time Gaming, WGS	Welcome bonus worth up to $5,555
	Bovada	200+	Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, keno	Real-Time Gaming, Rival Gaming	Deposit match up to $3,000
	Las Atlantis	265	Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, keno, bingo, craps	Real-Time Gaming	280% deposit match up to $14,000
	El Royale	175+	Slots, blackjack, video poker, baccarat, roulette, keno, craps	Rival Gaming, Real-Time Gaming	250% deposit match up to $12,500
	BetOnline	250+	Slots, blackjack, poker, roulette, keno, craps	Real-Time Gaming, Rival	3x 100% deposit match up to $1,000 each time
	Super Slots	200+	Slots, blackjack, baccarat, roulette, keno	Rival Gaming, Real-Time Gaming	Welcome offer worth up to $6,000
	MyBookie	250+	Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, keno, craps	Betsoft, Real-Time Gaming, Rival	Deposit match up to $750
	Lucky Block	3000+	Slots, blackjack, roulette, baccarat, monopoly, keno, poker	50+ including Hacksaw Gaming & Pragmatic Play	200% Bonus Up To $10,000 + 50 Free Spins
	BetUS	200+	Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, keno, craps	Visionary iGaming, Betsoft, Fresh Deck Studios, Magma	50% deposit match up to $625




Key Things You Need to Know

	Mobile, online, and retail sports betting is regulated in Colorado as are land-based casinos.
	Online casinos are not regulated in CO.
	No one has ever been prosecuted in the history of the United States for wagering with an offshore casino.


Advantages of Colorado Gambling Sites

Compared to other states, Colorado has shown to be quite progressive as far as the laws concerning gambling. However, bettors still tend to follow the most recent gambling trends, which today, are mostly available online.

Offshore Sites Offer Players an Alternative

Currently, as per Colorado gambling laws, casinos are restricted to operating from three small towns in the Rocky Mountains. This means that your online gambling options are limited to the number of casinos that can affiliate themselves with a registered land-based casino in one of those three towns.

While such limited options can leave you feeling boxed in, there is a way to get around this. Offshore sites offer players an alternative to the sites that are regulated by their home state. The number of both land-based and online casinos in Colorado combined is dwarfed by the number of offshore casinos that welcome and accept US players. You may also find that offshore sites may be governed by more favorable gambling laws if you are under 21, but would still like to play games of risk. If you decide to go this route, you need to be aware of which websites are trustworthy and which ones are not.

Convenience

Everything comes with pros and cons. Online gambling Colorado sites are no exception to this rule. As mentioned, the biggest advantage that online gambling has over land-based gambling is convenience. You can play your favorite casino games or bet on your favorite sports matches from your couch, and all you have to do is pull out your phone or turn on your PC. On the other hand, traditional gambling requires money and time for travel, which some bettors may not be willing to spend just for a few hours of fun.

Privacy

Another benefit of online gambling is privacy. Websites these days go to great lengths to protect your user data with the most sophisticated encryption technology. During play, you also don’t have to reveal any personal information that hints at your identity unless you want to. Land-based gambling doesn’t give you this privacy. When you go out to a real casino, you have to show your face and you may have to show someone your ID to verify your age every once in a while. Thus, it’s no surprise that some people appreciate the anonymity of the internet more.

Bonuses

One of the biggest reasons people choose Colorado online gambling over traditional land-based gambling is bonuses. These promos are valuable parts of any gaming experience because they can help pad your wallet with useful rewards. Traditional casinos don’t offer such wonderful opportunities for their customers to profit, while online casinos and sportsbooks compete with each other to provide more generous bonuses to people who sign up.

Colorado Online Casinos Comparison – Payment Methods

Next we will examine the various payment methods available at the Colorado online casinos we presented, including payout times and any transaction fees they may have.


		Payment Methods	Deposit/Withdrawal Fees	Payout Times
	Wild Casino	Credit Card, eCheck, BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC, XRP, DOGE, ADA, LINK, APE, AVAX, BNB, MATIC, SHIB, SOL, XLM, USDT, USDDC	None	24-48 hours
	Everygame	Credit Card, eCheck, BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC, ecoPayz, Paysafe, EU SEPA bank transfer, EZeeWallet	None	24 hours
	Bovada	Credit Card, Moneygram, P2P, BTC, LTC, BCH, ETH, USDT, SHIB, SOL, XLM	None	24 hours
	Las Atlantis	Credit Cards, BTC, LTC, ETH, USDT, Flexepin, NeoSurf	None	1-5 days
	El Royale	Credit Cards, BTC, LTC, ETH, USDT, Flexepin, NeoSurf	None	1-5 days
	BetOnline	Credit Card, eCheck, BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC, XRP, DOGE, ADA, LINK, APE, AVAX, BNB, MATIC, SHIB, SOL, XLM, USDT, USDDC, P2P, MoneyOrder, Wire Transfer	Yes	24 hours
	Super Slots	Credit Card, eCheck, BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC, XRP, DOGE, ADA, LINK, APE, AVAX, BNB, MATIC, SHIB, SOL, XLM, USDT, USDDC	None	1-5 days
	MyBookie	Credit Cards, BTC, LTC, BCH , Bank Wire Transfer, Phone Transfer	None	1-5 days
	Lucky Block	Credit Card, BTC, ETH, USDT, LTC, BNB, DOGE, TRON, XRP, ADA, SOL, USDC	None	24 hours
	BetUS	Credit Cards, Bankwire, BTC, BCH, ETH	Yes	24 hours




What Games Can You Play in Colorado Online Casinos?

The best online casinos in Colorado are typically chock-full of games. Pretty much every site covers all the main categories, namely slots, table games, video poker, and live dealer.

Slots

In our estimation, Bovada is the best real money online casino in Colorado for playing slots. It offers the most diverse catalog, giving users access to more than 200 releases from RTG, Rival Gaming, and Betsoft.

Virtual Table and Card Games

When it comes to RNG poker games, Las Atlantis does better than most. Among other options, you’ll find popular spin-offs like Let em Ride, Caribbean Stud,and Tri Card poker, and you can check them out in both free and real-money mode.

Specialty Games

When it comes to this specific genre, we give the nod to Las Atlantis. The casino has seven specialty games, including bingo, keno, and Lucky 8’s, an Irish-themed scratch card game.

Playing Live Dealer Games in Colorado Casinos Online

The table below showcases everything you need to know to get started with live dealer games at top-rated casinos in Colorado.


		# Live Games	Types of Live Games	Software Providers
	Wild Casino	13	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Super 6, Poker	Visionary iGaming
	Everygame	11	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat	Visionary iGaming
	Bovada	20+	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat	Visionary iGaming, Fresh Deck Studios
	Las Atlantis	13	Blackjack, Baccarat, Roulette, Super 6	Real Time Gaming & Nucleus Gaming
	El Royale	15+	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat	Visionary iGaming
	BetOnline	13	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Super 6	Visionary iGaming
	Super Slots	15	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Super 6	Visionary iGaming, Fresh Deck Studios
	MyBookie	55+	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Super 6, Poker	Visionary iGaming, Fresh Deck Studios
	Lucky Block	30	Blackjack, Baccarat, Roulette, Super 6, Bingo, Slots, Sic Bo	50+ including Hacksaw Gaming & Pragmatic Play
	BetUS	20	Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Super 6	Visionary iGaming




Getting the best online casino bonuses

This section will give you a quick guide to the bonuses you’ll see, how they often appear, and what to expect from them.

Welcome Bonus

A welcome bonus is usually a first deposit match but sometimes they also include bonus spins or a series of deposit matches.

Reload Bonus

This is the name for any deposit matches you redeem after your welcome bonus although they tend to offer a smaller percentage match.

Free Bet

These allow you to put a wager on sport without using any of your own money.

No Deposit Bonus

These are extremely rare but if you do encounter they are a great way to enjoy bonuses without stumping up any of your own money.

How to Play in Colorado Casinos Online

We’ve prepared a mini step-by-step guide using Wild Casino as an example. Small heads up — you have to be 21+ to register from Colorado.

Step 1: Open your account

Once you arrive on the Wild Casino site, hit the orange Join Now button in the top right corner.

[image: Wild Casino registration process]
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Step 2: Fill out the Registration Form

To sign up for an account, you’ll need to provide details like name, address, phone, and login credentials. Subsequently, click or tap on the create account button.

[image: Registration at the best online casinos]
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Step 3: Make a Deposit

With your account up and running, you’ll need to top it up. To do that, select one of the offered payment methods. Then, follow the on-screen prompts and input the necessary details (bank account, credit card, or crypto wallet address, depending on the chosen method). Don’t forget to enter the promo code to unlock the $5,000 welcome bonus.

[image: Set deposit limits in legal online casinos]
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Step 4: Start Playing

Once you claim the welcome bonus, head over to the gaming lobby to get rid of the playthrough requirements. We recommend slots, as they have the highest wagering contribution.
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Is Gambling Allowed in Colorado?

Yes, the Colorado Constitution allows several forms of gambling, including lottery, social gambling, bingo/charitable games/raffles via state-licensed platforms, and betting on horse racing events through the Colorado Division of Racing.

Casino gaming is permitted only in three towns — Black Hawk, Central City, and Cripple Creek. According to the tribal-state compact, the two Indian tribes in Southwest Colorado are allowed to offer Class III gaming on their reservation land (the Four Corners region).

After the state passed HB 1327 or Proposition DD in November 2019, online and retail sports betting began going live in Colorado in May 2020. Each of the 30+ land-based casinos can apply for two sports betting licenses — one each for their retail and online properties.

The Colorado Gaming Division and the Colorado Commission are the state’s gambling authorities and are tasked with regulatory oversight and supervision of licensed operators. When it comes to gambling in Colorado, the laws are relatively strict. Participating in illegal gambling is a criminal offense and may result in petty offense, misdemeanor or felony charges, and a fine of up to $100,000 and 18 months in prison. No one has ever been prosecuted in the United States for gambling with an offshore casino.

When Will Colorado Online Casinos Be Legal?

The passing of HB 1237 was very tight and is indicative of a long held negative stance towards gambling in Colorado. However at the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCLS) in March 2023, Colorado Department of Revenue Executive Director Mark Ferrandino, said that talks for online casinos in Colorado are back on the table. There has not been a legislative session in Colorado since then and nor is there any information about when the upcoming one is likely to be.

Are Online Casinos Legal in Colorado?

	November 2019: Colorado voters approved Proposition DD (HB 1327), legalizing online and land-based sports betting.
	The approval did not extend to online casino or online poker in Colorado.
	Colorado Revised Statutes (Criminal Code Article 10) from 2018 considers transmitting gambling information by various means a class 3 misdemeanor.
	The section relating to internet gambling remains vague, creating a legal grey area for online gambling in Colorado.
	Offshore sites mentioned here operate outside the U.S., beyond the reach of American legislation.
	No reported instances of Colorado residents facing prosecution for playing online casino games on offshore platforms.


History of Online Gambling Laws in Colorado
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Colorado has a rich gambling history that dates back to the mining days. Back then, gambling took place in underground brothels and saloons due to the anti-gambling law enacted in 1866. The state took the first major steps toward legalizing gambling in 1949 when the Colorado Racing Commission was established.

Fast forward to 1991, when the first legal casinos in Colorado were opened. Since then, the lion’s share of the gambling activity has been centralized in three former mining towns — Central City, Black Hawk, and Cripple Creek. That is until online sports betting came aboard.

Let’s take a trip down memory lane and take a look at the key milestones that shaped the Colorado gambling industry:

	1866: The state’s legislature passed an act that effectively bans all forms of gambling in Colorado.
	1948: People voted on the Colorado Gambling on Horse and Animal Races amendment, legalizing pari-mutuel wagering on horse and greyhound races. The Colorado Racing Commission was created and tasked with regulatory oversight.
	1958: Voters approve measure 4. The new law authorizes bingo, lotto, and raffles via nonprofit organizations.
	1980: The Colorado Referendum 2 gets approved, which led to the creation of the Colorado Lottery and the Lottery Division of the Department of Revenue two years later. The state officially launched the lottery in 1983, including drawings and scratch tickets.
	1990: The voters passed Colorado Initiative 4 (also known as Colorado Limited Gaming Initiative). The constitutional amendment allowed limited gaming in the cities of Blackhawk, Central City, and Cripple Creek.
	2000: Referendum E passes, allowing Colorado residents to play multi-state lottery games such as Powerball.
	2009: A year after the Colorado Amendment 50 was approved, the existing gaming limits were raised from $5 to $100. Also, licensed casinos were allowed to add roulette and craps.
	2014: Gov. John Hickenlooper signs off a bill to ban greyhound racing, which hasn’t existed since 2008.
	2019: Voters approved Proposition DD, a bipartisan ballot measure that authorized sports betting in the state.
	2020: Online sports betting launches in May. Retail sports betting to start upon the reopening of casinos following the end of measures to protect against the spread of COVID-19.
	2023: Colorado pushes the $10 billion in sports betting handle mark since launch.


Colorado Gambling Revenues

	Gambling contributes significantly to economic growth and job opportunities in Colorado.
	In 2020, commercial and tribal casinos collectively generated $636.1 million in gross gaming revenue.
	Legalizing sports betting in Colorado swiftly boosted revenue, with $3,418,818 in tax revenue from May to December 2020.
	The first year of legal sports betting saw over $1.1 billion in wagers and $6.6 million in tax revenue.
	COVID-related restrictions caused casino revenues to decrease in 2020, leading to $80.3 million in taxes (compared to $125 million in 2019).


Tax on gambling winnings

	All gambling winnings and profits from gambling are subject to taxation by the IRS in the U.S. at a federal rate of 24%.
	If your winnings at a land-based casino exceed $5,000, the casino is legally obligated to withhold 24% of the payout to cover taxes.
	In Colorado, no additional tax needs to be paid to the state. Instead, operators are subjected to a 10% tax that the state collects.


Colorado Casinos Open: the best land casinos in Colorado

Centennial State is home to over 30 brick-and-mortar casinos, which are spread throughout the mountain towns of Central City, Mountain Creek, and Cripple Creek. Most of them are open 24/7 and feature a solid range of slots, roulette, blackjack, craps, and poker games.

Here are the top Colorado casinos for 2024.

Casinos in Denver Colorado

Unfortunately, there are no casinos in Denver Colorado. For players wishing to gamble in Denver, the best option is to head over to Central City or Black Hawk, where you will find a multitude of gambling venues. Read on to find out more about these gambling destinations below.

Black Hawk Colorado casinos

Based in Black Hawk Colorado and looking to gamble? We’ve got you covered. Here are the top casinos in Black Hawk, CO.

Ameristar Black Hawk Casino, Black Hawk
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Address: 111 Richman St, Black Hawk, CO 80422

Founded in 2001, Ameristar Black Hawk is one of the largest casino properties in Colorado and one of the best Blackhawk casinos in Colorado.

Set in the captivating Rocky Mountains, this casino and hotel complex features 5,300 square meters of gaming floor with more than 1,300 slot machines, six poker tables, and 16 blackjack tables.

Red Dolly Casino, Black Hawk

Address: 530 Gregory St, Black Hawk, CO 80422
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This vintage casino has been running since 1992 and has since been one of the go-to gaming hubs for Black Creek locals and visitors alike.

It hosts a small, slots-only casino floor with around 120 titles to choose from.

Casinos in Central City, Colorado

Central City, Colorado is located within an hour of Denver in the mountains. Central City Colorado casinos are some of the best in the state, and here is our top pick.

Century Casino, Central City

Address: 102 Main St, Central City, CO 80427
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With more than 500 slots and video poker machines, in addition to a few poker, roulette, blackjack, and craps tables, Century Casino will surely appease your gambling appetites.

The casino runs a loyalty club, giving players additional perks for sticking around.

Casinos in Colorado Springs

So, what are some highly-rated casinos in Colorado Springs, CO? Unfortunately, there aren’t any casinos in the town of Colorado Springs. However, there is a charming, small gambling town in the mountains an hour away which is a gambler’s paradise. This town is called Cripple Creek. Read more about it in the section below.

Cripple Creek Colorado casinos

The tiny, quaint little town of Cripple Creek Colorado is home to nine casinos. So, if you find yourself in Cripple Creek, and want to explore the finest land-based gambling venues in the area, read on.

Midnight Rose Hotel & Casino, Cripple Creek

Address: 256 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek, CO 80813, United States[image: ]
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Conveniently located on Cripple Creek’s Main Street, the Midnight Rose Hotel & Casino is one of the most popular Cripple Creek casinos.

In this charming Victorian-style venue you will find over 300 slots over two floors as well as the biggest poker room in town. Midnight Rose Hotel & Casino is open daily 24 hours and features excellent amenities, including a bar and two restaurants.

Double Eagle Hotel & Casino, Cripple Creek

Address: 442 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek, CO 80813
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If you’re looking for a deluxe gaming experience in Cripple Creek, make sure to pay Double Eagle Hotel & Casino a visit.

You can drop a few bucks on more than 160+ slot machines, as well as several poker, blackjack, roulette, and craps tables.

The casino is known for dishing out all kinds of freebies and giveaways to the most loyal players.

Best casinos in Colorado 2024

Find below the best casinos in Colorado with their respective address. This includes land casinos in Cripple Creek, Black Hawk, Central City, and Towaoc.




















	
Colorado casinos

	
Address


	Colorado Grande Casino	300 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek
	Double Eagle Hotel & Casino	442 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek
	Golden Gates Casino	261 Main St, Black Hawk
	Saratoga Casino Black Hawk	101 Main St, Black Hawk
	Bull Durham Saloon & Casino	110 Main St, Black Hawk
	Bronco Billy’s Casino	233 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek
	Wildwood Casino	119 N Fifth St, Cripple Creek
	Century Casino & Hotel	102 Main St, Central City
	Midnight Rose Hotel & Casino	256 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek
	Ameristar Black Hawk	111 Richman St, Black Hawk
	Bally’s Casino Black Hawk	300 Main St, Black Hawk
	Johnny Nolon’s Casino	301 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek
	Golden Gulch Casino	321 Main St, Black Hawk
	Grand Z Casino Hotel	321 Gregory St, Central City
	Easy Street Casino	120 Main St, Central City
	Ute Mountain Casino Hotel	3 Weeminuche Dr, Towaoc
	Christmas Casino and Inn at Bronco Billy’s	279 Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek
	The Brass Ass	64 E Bennett Ave, Cripple Creek
	Sasquatch Casino	125 Gregory St, Black Hawk
	Z Casino	101 Gregory St, Black Hawk




List of The Best Denver Area Casinos

The below table represents 10 of the best Denver area casinos that are worth the visit. We have conveniently supplied you with an address for each one.


	Casinos in Denver 	Address
	Ameristar Blackhawk Casino	111 Richman St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States
	Bally’s Casino/Golden Gates	300 Main St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States
	Grand Z Casino	321 Gregory St, Central City, CO 80427, United States
	Isle Casino Hotel	401 Main St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States
	Lady Luck Casino	340 Main St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States
	Lodge Casino	240 Main St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States
	Monarch Casino Resort	488 Main St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States
	Red Dolly Casino	530 Gregory St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States
	The Famous Bonanza Casino	107 Main St, Central City, CO 80427, United States
	Z-Casino	101 Gregory St, Black Hawk, CO 80422, United States




Gambling Responsibly in Colorado

A study suggests over 100,000 people in Colorado may suffer from problem gambling. Be aware of your gamblign behaviour with these screening questions from the National Council on Problem Gambling (NCPG). If you know anyone who needs help direct them to the following options.

	The National Problem Gambling Helpline is available through a chat box.
	General health support is provided by The Department of Human Services.
	The Department of Revenue also has problem gambling resources.
	Get an appointment at the Problem Gambling Center through the Problem Gambling Coalition of Colorado website.
	Find Gamblers Anonymous meetings online too.


Colorado Legislative Resources

If you are interested in keeping up with the latest news regarding the regulation of online gambling in Colorado, then you should take a look at the following resources:

	Colorado Government Portal
	Colorado State Legislature


Colorado Gambling Resources

Are you concerned about the level of gambling you are currently undertaking? Do you feel it is too much, and you want help to reduce the current amount of time and money you spend gambling? Do you feel the same about someone else in your life? Then please contact either or both of the following organizations:

	Colorado Department of Revenue
	National Council for Problem Gambling


Conclusion: Best Online Casino in Colorado for Real Money

Every one of our top recommendations is worth exploring.

However, thanks to its extensive array of slot machines and table games, distinctive rewards system, and commitment to offering weekly customer incentives such as rebates and free spins, Wild Casino manages to stand out as our preferred choice.

Furthermore, by registering with Wild Casino today, you can seize the opportunity to claim a generous welcome bonus of up to $5,000 in cash.
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        $5,000 Welcome Bonus + 125 Free Spins
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Colorado Online Casinos FAQs



    
        Are online casinos in Colorado safe?

    

    
        Online casinos in Colorado are indeed safe. They hold licenses from internationally recognized jurisdictions and employ advanced security protocols to safeguard your personal and financial information. To ensure your safety, it’s recommended to choose from our list of the best online casinos in Colorado, as we exclusively feature trustworthy and reputable brands with a strong track record in the industry.

    





    
        Can I win real money in online casinos in Colorado?

    

    
        Of course! Most casinos offer a free play option to help you get the hang of how a particular game works. Once you learn the ropes, you can switch to real-money mode at any point.

    





    
        What is the best online casino in Colorado?

    

    
        Picking the best online casino in Colorado will mostly depend on your personal gaming preferences.

    





    
        Will I face trouble for playing in online casinos in Colorado?

    

    
        Under Colorado statutes, individuals caught gambling in out-of-state-licensed casinos are faced with petty offense, misdemeanors, or felony charges. However, no one has ever been prosecuted, let alone sentenced for gambling at offshore sites in Colorado. That said, it’s legal to play online slots, blackjack, and other casino games on sites hosted outside of Colorado.
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                    Joe Yarnold joined the Basketball Insiders team in October 2021, as a content editor and writer. He obtained his Master’s degree from Framingham State University and has experience writing educational and explanatory articles on all forms of gambling. Although he specializes in casino gaming, NFL, soccer and NBA betting, he has well-rounded knowledge and insight of most sports. His expertise also include researching and analyzing the latest federal and state gambling laws and regulations in the US.
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                        More on online casinos …

	Best Online Casinos



  	$1 Min. Deposit Casinos



		  	$5 Min. Deposit Casinos



  	$10 Min. Deposit Casinos



  	$20 Min. Deposit Casinos



  	No Minimum Deposit Online Casinos



  	Online Casinos with No ID Verification



  	No Wagering Casinos



  	Offshore Casinos



  	Instant Withdrawal Casinos



  	How to Access Lucky Block with VPN



  	Anonymous Online Casinos



  	Fast Payout Online Casinos



  	Best Inclave Casinos



		Best No Limit Casinos
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                                Note that the content on this site should not be considered betting advice. Betting is speculative. When betting your capital is at risk. This website is free for you to use but we may receive commission from the companies we feature on this site.


If you or someone you know has a gambling problem and wants help, call 1-800 GAMBLER.
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